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Spring is Coming. Prevent Mosquitoes and Ticks.




CALL (314) 720-8857










Pest Control St. Louis

Comprehensive pest control and wildlife management services for residential and commercial clients throughout St. Louis. 

As a locally owned and operated company, we have a deep understanding of the unique pest challenges faced by property owners in our region. Our mission is simple yet powerful: to provide safe and effective solutions that protect your home or business from the threats posed by pests and wildlife.


Call (314) 720-8857
24/7 Contact Form






ExcellentTitan Pest and Wildlife Solutions5.0★★★★★See all reviewsGregory B. ★★★★★ J did a great job!Response from the ownerHi, Gregory. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Jamie B. ★★★★★ J did a great job doing pest control and making sure the right treatment was done for the right pests to prepare for spring!Response from the ownerHi, Jamie. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Maria B. ★★★★★ Brandon Sr is amazing! He was able to find and fill the holes where the pests were entering and i’ve had no issues since. I can’t recommend him enough!!Response from the ownerHi, Maria. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! C.D. L. ★★★★★ Brandon services my house and I couldn’t be happier. Professional and clean.Response from the ownerHi, C.d.. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Sandra Z. ★★★★★ Jay, our technician was very friendly, professional and reassuring that our problem is solved.Response from the ownerHi, Sandra. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Kenny P. ★★★★★ They did a great job and guaranteed their work. Highly recommend.Mary Beth P. ★★★★★ J did an excellent job both inside and out! He located points of entry gave helpful preventative measures. AND left fabulous organic hand made dog treats for our pups. Thank you!Response from the ownerHi, Mary. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Mary B. ★★★★★ The guys at Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions are GREAT. They come when they schedule an appointment! They answer questions and are extremely willing to be helpfulResponse from the ownerHi, Mary. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! jacob S. ★★★★★ Great service & very attentive to make sure all of our needs are met. Jay has been fantastic for our property! Would definitely recommend for other properties & homes in the area! Request Jay to guarantee you get the same great service that we did!Response from the ownerHi, Jacob. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Evion N. ★★★★★ I really hope that I’m not going to need to call them again. But if I ever have any issues in the future, definitely will be a return customer! J was Very helpful.Response from the ownerHi, Evion. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! bunny R. ★★★★★ amazing amazing job! Amazing people J answered every question that I had. And I’m no longer having issues with unwanted guests! If you’re having any issues, I highly recommend calling them.Response from the ownerHi, Bunny. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Kile S. ★★★★★ Easy to work with and schedule, and great prices.Mengwen Z. ★★★★★ J does a great job following up on our concerns about bugs and squirrels around the house. He’s professional and efficient in his work. Five star on the company as well!Response from the ownerHi, Mengwen. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Sharon C. ★★★★★ Brandyn came and did a thorough check for bedbugs. Thankfully, not a sign of them! Thank you so muchResponse from the ownerHi, Sharon. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Shanae B. ★★★★★ J was excellent, fast and a hard worker. He got the job done and very professional.Response from the ownerHi, Shanae. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! J H ★★★★★ Best in the St. Louis area. J is very efficient and professional.Response from the ownerHi, J. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Alex W. ★★★★★ Got rid of the roaches. thanks you Jay.Response from the ownerHi, Alex. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Alyssa T. ★★★★★ Omg! J was amazing! Great friendly service! Thank you!Response from the ownerHi, Alyssa. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! LL F. ★★★★★ As always, the service was great and the technician was prompt and friendly. Thanks for providing this well needed service.Response from the ownerHi, Ll. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Antoine C. ★★★★★ J had great customer service skillsResponse from the ownerHi, Antoine. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Carlos H. ★★★★★ J is an amazing guy friendly and very knowledgeableResponse from the ownerHi, Carlos. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Eric S. ★★★★★ J came in today sprayed soE areas for us and as always do a great job thanks JResponse from the ownerHi, Eric. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! yolanda C. ★★★★★ J did an amazing job!Response from the ownerHi, Yolanda. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Asia A. ★★★★★ J was really awesome and quick with service for our property!Response from the ownerHi, Asia. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Josh D. ★★★★★ The team at Titan was super helpful. Very professionals with reasonable pricing. J was kind and helpful, getting us taken care of.Response from the ownerHi, Josh. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Jonathan D. ★★★★★ Nathan came out and it was the best customer service I’ve had in years. Very good at his job and very respectful. Will recommend to others.Response from the ownerHi, Jonathan. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Edward M. ★★★★★ Incredible service!Jacob R. ★★★★★ Owner is a great guy!Response from the ownerHi, Jacob. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Kevin B. ★★★★★ My wife & I love this company! Great customer service & affordable! Will definitely be referring our friends and family!Amanda B. ★★★★★ Jay was amazing. He is very professional and efficient, I will not use any other company. I will definitely recommend Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions to all of my family and friends.Response from the ownerHi, Amanda. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Danna B. ★★★★★ Titan is my go to for all my real estate clients. Very professional and easy to work with.Jake L. ★★★★★ Great service and did the job right the first time. I’ll be calling them for my next service to keep my property free of pests. Thanks guys.Kyle B. ★★★★★ Fantastic company and great owners!Zimran L. ★★★★★ These guys were amazing. Quality work done efficiently. Will definitely be the people we call if we ever need to get rid of any more pests.Anthony G. ★★★★★ I was having a recurring ant infestation around my windows. No matter what I tried they kept coming back. After Titan came by, no more ants. They were very professional and on time. Took care of the bugs with great service.Betty B. ★★★★★ J had great customer service skills and was very thorough. Thank you Titan pest control!Response from the ownerHi, Betty. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Riannon M. ★★★★★ J did a great job controlling the critters at our place today. Asked for problem areas to take care of. Very satisfied with the company's service overall.Response from the ownerHi, Riannon. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Mary B. ★★★★★ Extremely professional team! They are getting my pest issues under control in a 4 family flat.Really happy I found Titan PestResponse from the ownerHi, Mary. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Andrea M. ★★★★★ Jay was awesome! Always great service.Response from the ownerHi, Andrea. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! ameya K. ★★★★★ J does a great job!Response from the ownerHi, Ameya. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Kathryn F. ★★★★★ Jay and Ethan were fantastic! They were prompt, courteous and quick. We'd recommend Titan to anyone.Response from the ownerHi, Kathryn. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Mobile M. ★★★★★ J was an excellent service manResponse from the ownerHi, Mobile. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Connie F. ★★★★★ J was very efficient and has great customer service! Very friendly office staff as well!Response from the ownerHi, Connie. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Steven P. ★★★★★ Jay and Ethan were great!! Came and installed a one way trap for a raccoon issue we are having. I called and them came out to do an overview and I am now fully covered for a whole year for any and everything!! Great customer service and company.Response from the ownerHi, Steven. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Cathy S. ★★★★★ J was prompt, responsive and very thorough in treating our yard for very pesky moles! Great job!!Response from the ownerHi, Cathy. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Elysia M. ★★★★★ J was awesomeResponse from the ownerHi, Elysia. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Brad R. ★★★★★ J was prompt, courteous and did a great job. Very professional.Response from the ownerHi, Brad. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Diane M. ★★★★★ This company is great. So glad we chose them to get rid of our moles.Response from the ownerHi, Diane. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Kevin T. ★★★★★ J was a great person and does a great jobResponse from the ownerHi, Kevin. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Jim R. ★★★★★ J at Titan did a great job. Very informative and professionalResponse from the ownerHi, Jim. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Kaleb P. ★★★★★ Titan pest solutions is great at treating each job with an individualistic approach to meet the needs appropriately.Response from the ownerHi, Kaleb. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Deshawn D. ★★★★★ Awesome company, friendly guy name Jay treated my home today and boosted my confidence on my homes protection.Response from the ownerHi, Deshawn. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Larissa V. ★★★★★ Ethan was our technician and was promptly on time. He was knowledgeable and efficient. Very happy with the service so far and I would recommend Titan Pest & WildLife Solutions.Response from the ownerHi, Larissa. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Logan F. ★★★★★ Everyone I've interacted with has been great, and the price is good, too. The mice that had moved in have been evicted, and I haven't had any issues since. The guys that come out to my house have been quick and non-intrusive while I work from home as well. Highly recommend!Response from the ownerHi, Logan. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Glenn T. ★★★★★ They done a good job explaining everything they would do for the termite problem we had and done a good job on the follow up. The technician we had was very professional and answered all our questions.Response from the ownerHi, Glenn. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Kaitie E. ★★★★★ These guys are awesome!! We had a few mice in our house we bought (it was built in the 50s). They quickly came out, found the access points, and sealed those points of entry. Very reasonably priced and the gentlemen who came out were great! 10/10 recommend.Response from the ownerHi, Kaitie. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Sherise F. ★★★★★ Great, quick, honest serviceResponse from the ownerHi, Sherise. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Robin M. ★★★★★ Always in time and responsive to concerns. Happy to work with Titan whose rates are reasonable.Response from the ownerHi, Robin. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Bill V. ★★★★★ On time very thourough great explanation of services. You were highly recommeded by a friend. Thanks again.Response from the ownerHi, Bill. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Dora D. ★★★★★ I CAN NOT THANK J AND HIS TEAM ENOUGH FOR COMING OUT AND TAKINK CARE OF OUR BUG PROBLEM, NOT ONLY DID HE GET RID OF THE PROBLEM WE NOTICED HE ALSO SPOTTED OTHER INFESTATIONS THAT WE WERE NOT AWARE OF AND GOT RID OF THE PROBLEM IMMEDIATELY!!! THE TREATMENTS WERE CONSISTENT AND THEY WERE SO CONSCIOUS OF OUR SAFETY, I AM SO GRATEFUL THAT I CAN COME INTO MY WORKPLACE AND NOT WORRY ABOUT TAKING ANYTHING HOME WITH ME. THANK SO YOU 🙏😊Joshua P. ★★★★★ Very professional experience. Great people to work with!Sharon M. ★★★★★ I was so impressed with the responsiveness I experienced using Titan. Everyone was so friendly and professional from my initial consult down to the numerous panicked phone calls I made during the catch period. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend them and if necessary, I would definitely use them again. Who knew raccoons could create such damage?Response from the ownerHi, Sharon. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! bibian B. ★★★★★ They did a good job installing my holiday lightsResponse from the ownerHi, Bibian. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Justine M. ★★★★★ My appointment period was estimated to be between 1&4. Unlike most businesses that give you a range, he showed up at 130 after a quick call. He answered all my questions, gave me several options to pick from and a firm estimate. I agreed to get it done asap and he had the equipment available to do it right then. The whole appointment took about 1 1/2 hrs and he was done. The estimate was better than most other’s that I’ve gotten. Very happy with the experience.Response from the ownerHi, Justine. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Shawna S. ★★★★★ I had the best custservice experience talking with Brandon. He was very understanding of my position and what it was I was needed and was very responsive and professional about the circumstances. I would say he has gone above and beyond to help with some families I have been working with through my job. I would recommend giving them a call if you have any concerns with treating a home.Response from the ownerThank you so much for your review! Jorge M. ★★★★★ Very responsive and professionalResponse from the ownerHi, Jorge. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Sandy G. ★★★★★ AJ and David hung our Christmas lights on the front of our house and did a great job. They were very friendly and professional. I highly recommend them.Response from the ownerHi, Sandy. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Laura M. ★★★★★ Hung Christmas lights, did a wonderful job!! So pleased with how it looks and these 2 young men were so professional and courteous, I expected I will call them for other things. Will definitely tell everyone who did this.Response from the ownerHi, Laura. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Haley E. ★★★★★ This was my first time using Titan and they far exceeded my expectations! I contacted Titan as we discovered we had 2 very large, guinea pig looking animals in our garage. We had seen them go in and out of their hiding place and no clue what they were. I figured I would have to wait to get someone out, and they put me on the schedule the same day. David came out and looked around and talked about our wildlife/rodent problem....appears to be two pack rats. He explained in detail what he was going to do with the traps and all. Typically they leave and send you an estimate and, once approved, they come back to do all the work. I asked if he could go ahead and put the bait and traps out now, and I would sign and pay, or whatever was needed. as we were just anxious to get these rodents taken care of, due to the inconvenience and damage they have caused (including eating through my husbands turn signal wire on his car). He took the time to contact the office to see if he could do this, prepare the estimate for my signature, go over in detail the terms of the contract and warranty, and then I paid over the phone. Very easy. I was so appreciative of his willingness to try to get this done quickly for us, even though it isn't their usual policy. He then set everything out and told me if I felt like I needed service before my scheduled 7 day time to just call and they would work with me. I loved the experience, or as much as you can love having 2 very large pack rats in your garage (think guinea pig size, lol). David was very timely, knowledgeable, and respectful. When he left he even shook my hand. Titan has definitely earned any future business of mine and I will definitely be recommending them to others!**Update: After no movement on the camera for almost 72 hours (and they set off the camera pretty much every 5 minutes prior to Titan coming out so we were cautiously optimistic they both had died), one resurfaced at 3am this morning, the one that has had a trap stuck on him for that entire 72 hours, and he can't get into the only food source, aka the bait trap, because of the trap being stuck on his head. So, I contacted Titan this morning just to see if anyone could come back out before the scheduled Thursday time, figuring I probably would be out of luck. The lady that answered said that while David's schedule was pretty full, she would have him out sometime today, just couldn't say when.I wish more businesses operated this way.Response from the ownerHi, Haley. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Hunter O. ★★★★★ I had my home checked for all insects and pest. He did a great job and was very thorough. I would tell all my family and friends about them.Response from the ownerHi, Hunter. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Dusty and Danielle D. ★★★★★ We had so many brown recluse this year, response time was fantastic. Allen was very friendly, respectful, and knowledgeable. They handled the problem and now i can finally sleep again. Will forever recommend Titan to all our friends and family.Response from the ownerHi, Dusty. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Lori Montavon O. ★★★★★ David did a great job of ridding my flea issue! He is very knowledgeable and very professional!! I would recommend Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions if you have any kind of pest you want gone!!! 👍⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐Response from the ownerHi, Lori. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! Ashley C. ★★★★★ I had a skunk trying to build a home under my house and they came and removed it. They were professional.Response from the ownerHi, Ashley. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Shelby D. ★★★★★ Lots of brown recluse this year! The titan crew is knowledgeable and efficient!Response from the ownerHi, Shelby. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Nicole M. ★★★★★ They were kind and helped my pest problem in a timely manner.Response from the ownerHi, Nicole. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Ruby C. ★★★★★ Aj was very professional and got rid of those pesky spidersResponse from the ownerHi, Ruby. We appreciate the kind words and are glad we could provide you with a positive experience! April N. ★★★★★ Very professional and helpful!Response from the ownerHi, April. Thanks for taking the time to share your positive experience. We truly appreciate it! Tressa C. ★★★★★ I had feral cats under my house and they removed them and took them to a shelterResponse from the ownerHi, Tressa. We are thrilled to learn that you had a positive experience with us! Michelle D. ★★★★★ I personally thought they were the best! Very friendly and went above and beyond what I expected!Response from the ownerHi, Michelle. Thank you so much for leaving us a stellar review! Garrett J. ★★★★★ Fast easy and very respectfulResponse from the ownerHi, Garrett. Your feedback is highly appreciated. Thank you for the review! Bob P. ★★★★★ Direct and clear about the issue and how to address it. On time, punctual, and professional.

















Wildlife making themselves at home in your attic?

We offer a variety of professional attic and crawlspace services. We are experts in attic cleaning, insulation removal, wild animal removal and prevention, insulation installation and replacement, and attic sanitation.






Our Commitment to Excellence

At Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions, we believe every client deserves the highest service and expertise. We have assembled a team of licensed, certified, and highly trained professionals delivering results. Our technicians undergo rigorous training and stay up-to-date with the latest industry practices, ensuring we always provide the most effective and innovative solutions.

What sets us apart is our commitment to a personalized approach. We understand that every property is unique and every pest problem requires a tailored solution. That’s why we take the time to thoroughly inspect your property, identify the root cause of your pest issues, and develop a customized treatment plan that addresses your needs.

Residential Pest Control: Protecting Your Home and Family

Your home should be a haven of comfort and safety, not a playground for pests. Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions offers a full range of residential pest control services to eliminate current infestations and prevent future ones. From common household pests like ants, roaches, and spiders to more challenging issues like termites, bed bugs, and rodents, we have the expertise and tools to get the job done right.

Our residential pest control services include:

	Thorough property inspections to identify pest activity and entry points
	Customized treatment plans using the safest and most effective methods
	Pet-friendly options available
	Preventive measures to keep pests from returning
	Ongoing maintenance plans for year-round protection


We also offer specialized services for wildlife removal and exclusion. If unwanted guests like raccoons, squirrels, or birds are taking up residence in your attic or chimney, our wildlife control experts can safely remove them and implement exclusion measures to prevent future intrusions.

Commercial Pest Control: Safeguarding Your Business and Reputation

Pests can be more than just a nuisance in a commercial setting – they can pose serious health risks, cause property damage, and jeopardize your reputation. Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions provides comprehensive commercial pest control services tailored to the unique needs of businesses across various industries.

Our commercial pest control services to:

	Maintain a pest-free environment that meets health and safety regulations
	Protect your inventory, equipment, and infrastructure from pest damage
	Minimize disruption to your business operations
	Safeguard your reputation by preventing pest-related complaints and negative reviews


We serve a wide range of commercial clients, including:

	Restaurants and food service establishments
	Offices and retail spaces
	Hotels and hospitality properties
	Warehouses and industrial facilities
	Healthcare facilities
	Schools and daycare centers
	Apartment complexes and condominiums


Our commercial pest control programs apply the principles of Integrated Pest Management (IPM), which emphasizes prevention, monitoring, and targeted treatment to minimize the use of pesticides while maximizing effectiveness.

Wildlife Management

St. Louis is home to a diverse array of wildlife. While these creatures play essential roles in our ecosystem, they sometimes conflict with human spaces. Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions specializes in wildlife management services prioritizing people’s safety and well-being.

Our wildlife management services include:

	Trapping and removal of nuisance wildlife
	Exclusion and barrier installation to prevent future entry
	Repair of damage caused by wildlife
	Attic and crawlspace cleanup and restoration
	Decontamination and odor removal


We handle a variety of common wildlife issues, including:

	Raccoons in attics or chimneys
	Squirrels in walls or soffits
	Birds in vents or eaves
	Bats in attics or belfries
	Skunks under decks or porches
	Snakes in foundations or landscaping


Our wildlife control technicians are fully licensed and insured, and we adhere to all state and local regulations regarding the handling and relocating of wild animals.

Why Choose Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions?

When protecting your property from pests and wildlife, you need a trustworthy partner. Here are just a few reasons why Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions is the right choice for your pest control and wildlife management needs:

	Over 35 years of experience serving the St. Louis area
	Highly trained and certified technicians
	Customized solutions tailored to your unique needs
	Pet-friendly treatment options
	24/7 emergency service available
	100% satisfaction guarantee
	Exceptional customer service and communication
	Competitive pricing and flexible payment options


Keep pests or wildlife from taking over your home or business. Contact Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions today to schedule your free inspection and consultation. We look forward to serving you and providing the peace of mind that comes with a pest-free environment.

Contact Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions

Ready to experience the Titan difference? Our professional pest control and wildlife management services make it easy to get started.

Remember to ask about our special offers and discounts for new customers, seasonal treatments, and bundled services. We also offer flexible financing options to make our services affordable for every budget.

Thank you for considering Titan Pest & Wildlife Solutions for your pest control and wildlife management needs. We are committed to providing the highest level of service and expertise to keep your property safe, healthy, and pest-free. Contact us today to learn more and take the first step towards a pest-free future!


Call (314) 720-8857
24/7 Contact Form




















Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions


9701 Gravois Rd, STE 1 
St. Louis, MO 63123 
(314) 720-8857 
 

 Google Rating 
4.9


Based on 259 reviews





 Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions 4.9



review us onSee all reviews
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Ryan H.1710446445






Gregory B.1710259707

J did a great job!




Jamie B.1709667845

J did a great job doing pest control and making sure the right treatment was done for the right pests to prepare for spring!




Maria B.1708454267

Brandon Sr is amazing! He was able to find and fill the holes where the pests were entering and i’ve had no issues since. I can’t recommend him enough!!




C.D. L.1708307457

Brandon services my house and I couldn’t be happier. Professional and clean.




Sandra Z.1708021486

Jay, our technician was very friendly, professional and reassuring that our problem is solved.




Mary Beth P.1707493609

J did an excellent job both inside and out! He located points of entry gave helpful preventative measures. AND left fabulous organic hand made dog treats for our pups. Thank you!




Mary B.1707257771

The guys at Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions are GREAT. They come when they schedule an appointment! They answer questions and are extremely willing to be helpful




Tipu S.1706841397






jacob S.1706562488

Great service & very attentive to make sure all of our needs are met. Jay has been fantastic for our property! Would definitely recommend for other properties & homes in the area! Request Jay to guarantee you get the same great service that we did!




Evion N.1706395669

I really hope that I’m not going to need to call them again. But if I ever have any issues in the future, definitely will be a return customer! J was Very helpful.




bunny R.1706395591

amazing amazing job! Amazing people J answered every question that I had. And I’m no longer having issues with unwanted guests! If you’re having any issues, I highly recommend calling them.




Mengwen Z.1706292103

J does a great job following up on our concerns about bugs and squirrels around the house. He’s professional and efficient in his work. Five star on the company as well!




Sharon C.1706219276

Brandyn came and did a thorough check for bedbugs. Thankfully, not a sign of them! Thank you so much




Shanae B.1706202460

J was excellent, fast and a hard worker. He got the job done and very professional.




J H1706146807

Best in the St. Louis area. J is very efficient and professional.




Alex W.1706129296

Got rid of the roaches. thanks you Jay.




Alyssa T.1706129261

Omg! J was amazing! Great friendly service! Thank you!




LL F.1706125255

As always, the service was great and the technician was prompt and friendly. Thanks for providing this well needed service.




Antoine C.1706115708

J had great customer service skills




Carlos H.1706115549

J is an amazing guy friendly and very knowledgeable




Eric S.1706113555

J came in today sprayed soE areas for us and as always do a great job thanks J




yolanda C.1706111886

J did an amazing job!




Asia A.1706111795

J was really awesome and quick with service for our property!




Josh D.1706027395

The team at Titan was super helpful. Very professionals with reasonable pricing. J was kind and helpful, getting us taken care of.




Jonathan D.1705727463

Nathan came out and it was the best customer service I’ve had in years. Very good at his job and very respectful. Will recommend to others.




Jacob R.1705417613

Owner is a great guy!




Amanda B.1705294961

Jay was amazing. He is very professional and efficient, I will not use any other company. I will definitely recommend Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions to all of my family and friends.




Betty B.1705096166

J had great customer service skills and was very thorough. Thank you Titan pest control!




Riannon M.1704922946

J did a great job controlling the critters at our place today. Asked for problem areas to take care of. Very satisfied with the company's service overall.




Mary B.1704605312

Extremely professional team! They are getting my pest issues under control in a 4 family flat.Really happy I found Titan Pest




Andrea M.1704409788

Jay was awesome! Always great service.




ameya K.1704395348

J does a great job!




Kathryn F.1704390893

Jay and Ethan were fantastic! They were prompt, courteous and quick. We'd recommend Titan to anyone.




Jean D.1703702092






Mobile M.1703699241

J was an excellent service man




Connie F.1703698452

J was very efficient and has great customer service! Very friendly office staff as well!




Steven P.1703611021

Jay and Ethan were great!! Came and installed a one way trap for a raccoon issue we are having. I called and them came out to do an overview and I am now fully covered for a whole year for any and everything!! Great customer service and company.




Cathy S.1703106394

J was prompt, responsive and very thorough in treating our yard for very pesky moles! Great job!!




Elysia M.1702659049

J was awesome




Brad R.1702653709

J was prompt, courteous and did a great job. Very professional.




Diane M.1702590047

This company is great. So glad we chose them to get rid of our moles.




Kevin T.1702579549

J was a great person and does a great job




Jim R.1702075350

J at Titan did a great job. Very informative and professional




Kaleb P.1702072512

Titan pest solutions is great at treating each job with an individualistic approach to meet the needs appropriately.




Deshawn D.1702065471

Awesome company, friendly guy name Jay treated my home today and boosted my confidence on my homes protection.




Larissa V.1701623443

Ethan was our technician and was promptly on time. He was knowledgeable and efficient. Very happy with the service so far and I would recommend Titan Pest & WildLife Solutions.



















 

























 




Search for:
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St. Louis Service Areas
 Bollinger County, MO

Cape Girardeau County, MO

Franklin County, MO

Iron County, MO

Jefferson County, MO

Madison County, IL

Madison County, MO

Perry County, MO

Randolph County, IL

Reynolds County, MO

St Charles County, MO

St Clair County, IL

St Francois County, MO

St Genevieve County, MO

St Louis County, MO

Wayne County, MO



 


Contact Request



 












 Your name

 


 Your phone




 Your email

 


 Which office would you like to contact?

St. Louis
St. Charles
Columbia
St. Louis City




 Subject

 


 Your message (optional)
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Top-Tier Service Company



Titan Pest and Wildlife Solutions' parent company is Top-Tier Service Company. Top-Tier Service Company is a family of locally owned service companies that provide the highest quality consistent results for your home or business needs. 




Learn More About Top-Tier
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